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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A quick overview of the things I’ll cover during this presentation. I’ll talk a bit about how I started as a traditional landscape photographer and the shift I made to being primarily focused on ICM.  I’ll be sharing a number of images that I’ve create over the past few years, and I’ll talk about the different techniques used with each of them.  Then I have a short 5-minute video of showing some of my camera movements in different locations…followed by a few before and after examples.  I have also provided this presentation as a PDF download, so you will be able to download a copy of this for reference after the meeting.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I began doing ICM in 2017, and by 2018 it was my primary focus with the camera.  My passion for the artistry of the technique led me to create the ICM Photography Magazine, which launched in 2020.  ICM has taught me a lot about my own inner creative spirit, and I am a very passionate advocate for encouraging others to find their own artistic voice and voice.  My own personal ICM work and the ICMPhotoMag project along with its extensions have enabled me to celebrate and share the art and beauty of ICM in a very meaningful and purposeful way.I’m a very passionate advocate for encouraging others to ‘see things differently’ and for helping them find their artistic voice through less conventional methods of photography.  I believe asking photographers to break down the traditional lines of visual communication and to tap into their inner creative lives enables them to better express what is inside them in their own unique and personal way…in other words, to forge their own unique, creative path.



Ireland & the Literal Landscape 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ve had a long-held passion for landscape photography…since I got my first film SLR in the 1990s, and then moved to digital in about 2005…but for various reasons and circumstances, creative work was something I was not able to fully pursue in the way I would have liked, and for many years, I was only able to go about it sporadically.  In 2015, when I found myself at a major crossroad, the door suddenly and unexpectedly opened for me find my way back to art and creativity, and I went on a very deep exploration of self and was finally able to nurture my creative spirit in a more purposeful way.  Landscape photography has been a love of mine for nearly 30 years, and I decided it was time to pursue it with the passion and dedication I had always wanted to devote to it but was not able to.  This first led me to Ireland, where I traveled many times specifically to photograph the magnificent landscapes over the next two and a half years, from 2015 to nearly 2018.  During that time, I felt a very strong connection to the landscapes of Ireland, but I found it difficult to feel that same level of enthusiasm for photographing the landscapes of Iowa…so each time I returned home from Ireland, my camera stayed packed away until my next trip.



Shifting to a More Creative Approach through ICM

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
That all began to change, though, in early 2017, when a few things started coming together to create an atmosphere that would encourage me to look at inspiration and creativity from a different perspective and to find ways to connect to the landscape right where I am.  One of my mentors in Ireland had been encouraging me to find ways to get out in Iowa with my camera, rather than always waiting for the next visit to Ireland.  Also, a newly released book at the time by Canadian photographer David duChemin, called A Beautiful Anarchy, really was a catalyst for helping me understand that inspiration comes from getting out and doing the work.  And, it was also around this time that I first saw some ICM work, and it really sparked something in me.  I grew up in an artistic home, with an abstract painter for a father, a dreamer for a mother, and myself being artistically inclined, and I’ve always a very strong connection to art in all its forms, even if I wasn’t able to fully devote my own life to it.  So, having an early immersion in the Arts and a strong inner connection to all forms of art really enabled me to see the potential for how I could use ICM to forge a new path for myself.



Introduction to ICM
ICM is more than just a technique.  It’s a creative process.  It’s a form of artistic expression.

ICM asks us to let go of what we’ve previously learned about photography.
 Let go of the rules
 Let go of perfectionism and sharpness
 Let go of the idea of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’

With time and loads of work, we can learn to refine our processes to see the potential in any 
given scene or situation by responding to the way various elements catch our attention or make 
us feel in the moment:

 The way the light falls on a scene or contrasting elements draw the attention
 The way color and texture catch our eye and elicit emotions, feelings, or moods
 How patterns or lines come together to form interesting juxtapositions



What is Intentional 
Camera Movement 

(ICM)?
• At a basic level, ICM is an intentional 

process of using camera movement during 
the exposure of an image 

• It typically uses slower shutter speeds to 
introduce blur and/or movement into the 
image

• ICM is about pushing the boundaries of 
what is possible

• It’s about creating unique images using a 
different ‘vision’ process…by ‘seeing’ things 
differently

• ICM is more than just accidental ‘camera 
shake’…it’s a very intentional and deliberate 
act of creation.



Technical 
Aspects

• Shooting in Manual mode affords more 
freedom to experiment with various settings

• If you aren’t comfortable shooting in Manual 
yet, Shutter Priority is the next best option, 
because shutter speed is more important 
than ISO or aperture

• Aim for shutter speeds of about  1/15” of a 
second and slower 

• Adjust the Aperture and ISO to achieve the 
shutter speed you desire, and don’t be afraid 
to shoot with smaller Apertures and higher 
ISOs when necessary

• Experiment with different focal 
lengths…zoom in for a tighter shot, or zoom 
out to include more of the surroundings

• But remember…there is no right or wrong 
way to do ICM.  If it works for you, then it is 
the right way for you



 Look for contrasting lighting conditions to work with for your ICM images 
 Bright areas or objects against darker backgrounds
 Darker areas or objects against brighter backgrounds

 Find ways to add visual depth in your ICM images
 Try creating images that draw the eye into the scene and give the feel and appearance of 

depth, for example, you might work with light, lines, or a visible path in the scene to add 
depth to your ICM images 

 Anything that draws your eye or evokes a mood/feeling/emotion has potential

 There are times and situations where the possibilities might not be readily apparent…but that 
does not mean there is no potential.  Start experimenting and moving the camera to see what 
emerges.  Sometimes you have to just start moving to see the possibilities.  

Don’t ever assume there is nothing to work with.  There is ALWAYS something to work with!  
You just have to be open and willing to explore, play, and experiment.

Seeing the Possibilities



Various Types of Movement

• Horizontal Panning – horizontal movement, either left-to-right or right-to-left

• Vertical Tilting – vertical movement, either bottom-to-top or top-to-bottom

• Circular – rotate the camera about a quarter turn in either direction

• Diagonal – move in a diagonal direction, either left or right

• Wavy – move the camera in a wavy, or squiggly, line in any direction

• Zoom Burst (Still Camera) – with a zoom lens, zoom in or out on the subject

• Zoom Burst (Moving Camera) – with a zoom lens, zoom in or out, or both, while also moving the camera

• Horizontal or Vertical Movement with a Twist of the Camera – move the camera horizontally or vertically and incorporate a twist 

• Shudder/Judder – tight, fast shaking movement…can be used to completely abstract or render more an impression of the scene 

• Shaking – loose, slower shaking movement…can incorporate some circle movements to create circles in the image with the movement

• Multiple Exposure Rapid Fire – moving the camera through a series a in-camera multiple exposures 

• Multiple Exposure Single Fire with Blend Modes – building an ME with single-fired ICM images using various blend modes in-camera 

• Experiment with your own different movements – there is absolutely no right or wrong way to move the camera…if you can think of a 
way to move the camera, try it.  The important thing is to play, explore, experiment, have fun, and enjoy the creative process.



Field Work Video

Click on Image to View Video on YouTube

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a 5-minute video showing how I work in the field in a few different environments.  

https://youtu.be/v_cS1nHz30g


The Art of Creative Connection & Doing the Work

The following series of images are a representative selection of my ICM imagery and my creative style. 

These images speak to the deep connection I have with my inner creative self 
and how I communicate that through my art.  They also represent 

five years’ worth of immersive creative work to push beyond the status quo, 
to get out and do the work, and to make my own inspiration 

out of the depths of my inner creative spirit.

“Learn how to see.  Realize that everything connects to everything else.”
~ Leonardo DaVinci



“The magic rarely happens within our comfort zone, but outside it, on the ragged, scary, edge…
This is where most of us create our best stuff, have our most adventurous thoughts, and feel the most alive.
You wake up every day and decide not to wait for inspiration, but to work, to do the best work of your life.”

~ David duChemin, A Beautiful Anarchy

July 2018
Canon G7X Mark II

ISO 125, Focal Length – 37mm
Aperture – f/11, Shutter Speed - 1/13”

January 2019
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 121mm
Aperture – f/29, Shutter Speed - 1/13”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The image on the left is early ICM work and it really set the tone for a quite linear approach to the way I began to express myself creatively through ICM.  The movement is a very basic, but quite fast, vertical movement from top to bottom.  My early ICM work was mostly done at about 1/13th of a second, and that fairly fast shutter speed along with fast movement helps to create the very straight lines in the image.With trees, I also generally prefer to start at the top and move down, to avoid the inclusion of the upper portions of the trees or any streaks of light that might be coming through the leaves.  By starting at the top of moving down, I am able to include more of the ground beneath the trees, which is something I find compelling. You can see that the camera I was using early on was an advance compact point and shoot camera.  I found it easy to take along on walks with my dog, and we would spend hours out walking and playing around with the camera as I was learning to hone my ICM techniques first with this small camera. ��I later started trying more wavy kinds of movement with my tree subjects. The image on the right uses a somewhat wavy or swirling kind of motion to bend the lines of the trees, which creates some unique texture from the bark of the trees which creates a flowing movement through the image.



October 2020
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 93mm
Aperture – f/16, Shutter Speed - 1/5”

November 2021
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 138mm
Aperture – f/9, Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These images both used a vertical wavy motion, from top to bottom, and the wavy motion creates a more whimsical look and feel to the images than the straight vertical movement does.  The image on the left used a much looser, broader wavy motion than the image on the right, which used a tighter, more controlled wavy motion.



“Seeing, in the finest and broadest 
sense, means using your senses, 

your intellect, and your emotions. 
It means encountering your 

subject matter with your whole 
being. It means looking beyond 

the labels of things and 
discovering the remarkable 

world around you.”
~ Freeman Patterson

May 2022
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 97mm
Aperture – f/14, Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This tree ICM uses a small, circular, shaking movement.  You can often tell the kind of movement used in an ICM by looking for the way the lines and light present themselves in an image.  Here you can see a circular pattern where the light is highlighted on the leaves and the grass.  This kind of playfulness with the camera creates a painterly and somewhat whimsical feel to this woodland scene.  



“Do whatever brings you to life.  
Follow your own fascinations, 
obsessions, and compulsions.
Trust them.  Create whatever 

causes a revolution 
in your heart.”

~ Elizabeth Gilbert, Big Magic

June 2019
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 135mm
Aperture – f/22, Shutter Speed - 1/13”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This image is all about waves of light for me.  It’s an ICM of river rapids, and I was drawn to the way I was able to create these waves of light using a wavy horizontal motion with the camera.  Opposite the river from where I was standing for this image was a wall of trees on the side of a limestone bluff, so I was able to compose the image in a way that did not bring in any of the sky element, creating a more intimate landscape ICM…which is something I am drawn to create quite frequently.



October 2021
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 70mm
Aperture – f/22, Shutter Speed - 1/3”

December 2020
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 70mm
Aperture – f/14, Shutter Speed - 1/8”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These two images were also created in the middle of the afternoon…both at the same location as the grass image on the previous slide, but at different times of the year.  The movement used for these two images incorporated a roll of the camera during the horizontal movement from left to right.  This rolling of the camera creates a spinning effect through the center of the frame, and because these are tall grasses with white feathery plumes at the top, that adds to the effect because of the contrast with the stalks of the grasses being more in the shadows.



“The aim of art is to represent not 
the outward appearance of things, 

but their inward significance.”
~ Aristotle

June 2021
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 121mm
Aperture – f/22, Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sunsets are another favorite subject for me, and I have probably created more sunset ICM images than any other subject.  Because of this, I am always looking for new ways to move the camera that will help me bend the light in compelling ways.  For this image, I used a horizontal wavy movement, with one very pronounced wave, as opposed to multiple wave movements across the exposure.



“The modern artist is working and expressing 
an inner world – in other words – expressing the energy, 

the motion, and other inner forces.”
~ Jackson Pollock

October 2018
Canon 7D

ISO 100, Focal Length – 121mm
Aperture – f/29, Shutter Speed - 1/13”

November 2018
Canon 7D

ISO 400, Focal Length – 70mm
Aperture – f/32, Shutter Speed - 1/6”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
My sunsets are almost always created at locations where there is some sort of water feature…such as a lake or a river.  This often means the colors of the sunset will be reflected in the water, so that the images become a powerful statement of color and light more so than about the landscape itself.  Color is a very important aspect of my imagery, and in a lot of cases I feel color is the subject more than any other element.  These two images certainly represent that, as they are each predominantly about the brilliant color I was presented with on those occasions.  These are both images of sunsets over the Mississippi River, and I used a horizontal movement for both, with a bit of a twist at the end for the image on the right, and a very slight diagonal for the image on the right.  For both images, the sun was still above the horizon…more so in the image on the left, which you can see by the bands of yellow in the center of the image.  For the image on the right, if you look closely, you can see a very thin, red line across the image, which was created from the tiniest sliver of sunlight before it was completely below the horizon. These were also both taken before I was using an ND filter.Once I graduated from using the small, advanced point and shoot camera, I started using my Canon 7D.  I also had the 5D Mark III at the time, but early on I felt for some reason that I needed to reserve the 5D for any traditional landscape work I might do.  But, I did eventually start using my 5D, as you may have noticed in most of the previous images, and it is the only camera I use for my ICMs now. 



“The job of the artist is always 
to deepen the mystery.  ”

~ Francis Bacon

November 2021 – 5:05 pm
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 70mm
Aperture – f/32, Shutter Speed - 1/2”

November 2021 – 5:15 pm
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 100mm
Aperture – f/32, Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the creation of these images, which are during the same outing at the same location, I wanted to see what I could do using fairly wild and dramatic movements of the camera to capture the tiny bits of light that were peaking through the clouds as a storm was moving through.  When I arrived at the scene, the sky dark, but the storm was moving quickly, and the conditions brightened up as the dark clouds passed.  Gale force winds picked up and it started to rain, but in a matter of few short minutes things quieted down and started to clear.  I often will shoot in these kinds of conditions, when many others would have packed it in, but the beauty of the creative process for me is often found in overcoming the elements.  These two images used a very pronounced upward and curved kind of movement from right to left.  



March 2021
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 135mm
Aperture – f/18, Shutter Speed - 1/2”

March 2021
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 78mm
Aperture – f/13, Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A good bit of my work…especially my sunset work…has been described as being quite linear, but I’m always looking for new ways to see the light and to use ICM to create compelling images.  These images use more of a shuddering, or small shaking, kind of movement, and this creates a completely different look and feel to the more linear style of images that wider, sweeping movements create.  What drew me to this scene was the way the light was reflecting on the water of this spillway.  These two images are at the same location during the same outing, just looking at different parts of the water rushing over the dam to create different effects. You can also see how the focal length helped to create a different feel based on the movement between the two images.  The image on the left is more zoomed in at 135 mm, which created a more abstract impression of the scene compared to the more zoomed out image on the right at 78mm, which allowed for a bit more detail even though using the same movement.



“Creativity is not a talent or ability.
It is the fruit of a person’s decision to matter.”

~ Eric Maisel

July 2020
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 45mm
Aperture – f/4.5, Shutter Speed - 1/2”

July 2020
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 70mm
Aperture – f/10, Shutter Speed – 3.2”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another example of two images from the same location, using different sizes and speeds of camera movements to create different effects.  The image on the left used a looser, slower shaking kind of movement compared to a tighter, faster shaking movement for the image on the right.  A slower, looser movement allows more of the subject to be visible, whereas a faster, tighter movement produces more of an impression of the scene. The image on the left also used a much longer shutter speed at 3.2 seconds, which for me is quite long.  I most generally shoot at about 1/2 second or faster…but on this particular outing, I was experimenting with longer shutter speeds coupled with controlled shaking movements to see what kind of different effects I could create. 



“To me art is an adventure into an 
unknown world, which can be 

explored only by those 
willing to take the risk.”

~ Mark Rothko

July 202
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 100mm Macro Lens
Aperture – f/3.5, Shutter Speed - 1”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ICM can also be done in combination with macro.  This image was created with a 100mm macro lens.  When working with macro, the movements are much smaller and much more subtle than when working with larger subjects.  For this particular image, I held the camera still on the flower for a fraction of the exposure time…to retain some of the details of the flower…before slowing moving the camera in a horizontal wavy motion…to create the wavy, flowing lines from the flower.



October 2020
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 200-70mm Zoom
Aperture – f/13, Shutter Speed - 1/5”

October 2020
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 191-70mm Zoom
Aperture – f/11, Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Occasionally I like to zoom the lens while also moving the camera at the same time.  The zooming creates a bit of a spiral effect and draws out the lines of any light or color in the subject and moving the camera while zooming makes those lines wavy, as opposed to being very straight if the camera was held still during the zooming.  I do this handheld, and the free motion along with the zooming creates a unique, whimsical effect.  The smaller image at the bottom of the slide was done with the camera stationary on a tripod, so you can see how different the effect is when handheld movement is combined with zooming the lens.



July 2021
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 70mm
Aperture – f/25, Shutter Speed - 1/4”

July 2021
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 70mm
Aperture – f/32, Shutter Speed - 1/3”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These two images are again another example of how ICM can be used to create completely different effects using the same subject.  The subject here is a very modern, architectural metal building on the University of Iowa campus, which sits right next to the Iowa River.  The image on the left used a fairly loose shaking movement to retain some of the details of the subject, while the image on the right used a broad, sweeping motion which transforms the subject into layers of lines, light, texture, and color.



August 2022
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100 
Focal Lengths –150 & 200mm

Aperture – f/11 & f/13
Shutter Speed - 1/2”

2-Exposures, Bright Blend Mode

“Creativity doesn’t wait for that 
perfect moment.  It fashions 

its own perfect moments 
out of ordinary ones.”
~ Bruce Garrabrandt

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These next few images are Multiple Exposure ICMs, which is something I’ve been exploring since early 2022.  After five years of working with ICM from 2017-2022, and always creating with single exposure images during that time, I’ve spent the past year exploring the possibilities of in-camera multiple exposure ICM in a number of different ways.  I am quite intrigued with the creative potential of ME ICMs.  I feel it has taken my creativity to another level, and it has helped me see things even more differently than before.  It pushes me to be more creative in the field, which is where I prefer to do most of the work.  These kinds of images can also be created in post-processing using multiple exposures and different blend modes…BUT I find the challenge of creating images in-camera to be much more rewarding and fulfilling. Being immersed in the field work and getting it done in-camera is what drives my creative process.So, this image is created from 2 exposures in-camera, using the in-camera bright blend mode for multiple exposures.  I used different movements for each exposure, changed the aperture between exposures, and changed the focal length for each exposure.  I used the multiple exposure setting that allows each image to be seen on the back of the camera, so that I could visually see how the images were building and stacking across the two exposures.



June 2022
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 200mm
Aperture – f/8 & F/9, Shutter Speed - 1/3”

2-Exposures, Bright Blend Mode

March 2023
Canon 5D Mark IV

ISO 100, Focal Length – 200mm
Aperture – f/16 & f/14, Shutter Speed - 1/2”

2-Exposures, Bright Blend Mode

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These two ME ICMs are all about taking advantage of contrasting light.  I’ve included the two RAW, unedited exposures for each of the images so you can see how these came together from the individual exposures.  I was well under-exposed for each frame, because on the back of the camera, I was really liking the stark contrast between light and dark. 



Canon 5D Mark III
ISO 100, Focal Length – 127mm

Aperture – f/9, Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Canon 5D Mark III
ISO 100, Focal Length – 127mm

Aperture – f/9, Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Bright Blend Mode

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Bright setting, if available on your camera, can be used to photograph dark, or darker, scenes where the brighter objects or areas in the frame will be given priority in the blended image.  If the first exposure is brighter than the following exposures, the first exposure in its entirety or its majority will likely be the only thing seen in the combined blended image.  Very often you will need to underexpose the frames…especially at the beginning of a sequence.



Canon 5D Mark III
ISO 100, Focal Length – 138mm

Aperture – f/22, Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Canon 5D Mark III
ISO 100, Focal Length – 138mm

Aperture – f/22, Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Dark Blend Mode

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Conversely, the Dark setting, if available on your camera, eliminates the brighter areas of the exposures and gives priority to the darker objects in the frame.   If the first exposure is darker than the following exposures, the first exposure in its entirety or its majority will likely be the only thing seen in the combined blended image.  It then becomes necessary to overexpose the frames…especially at the beginning of a sequence.



Canon 5D Mark III
ISO 100, Focal Length – 85mm

Aperture – f/8, Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Canon 5D Mark III
ISO 100, Focal Length – 121mm

Aperture – f/11, Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Average Blend Mode

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Average setting provides an automatic exposure control whereby each image is automatically underexposed so that the final image is then correctly exposed. Unlike with the Additive setting, all of the images in the multiple exposure will be averaged and taken at the same exposure level setting.  The camera automatically sets a negative exposure compensation for each exposure to avoid the final image being too bright.  (Camera Adjusts Exposure)



Canon 5D Mark IV
ISO 100, Focal Length – 70mm

Aperture – f/32, Shutter Speed - 1/4”

Canon 5D Mark IV
ISO 100, Focal Length – 70mm

Aperture – f/32, Shutter Speed - 1/4”

Additive Blend Mode

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Additive exposure control works in a similar way to shooting multiple exposures with film cameras. Instead of taking each shot with the correct exposure, the total exposure is added up from each individual image. To achieve the correct result, you should underexpose each image so that the resulting image is correctly exposed once they are all combined together.  (You Adjust Exposure)



“Every aspect of YOU is fuel for 
your creative fire.”

~ Chase Jarvis, Creative Calling

June 2022
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 28mm
Aperture – f/11, Shutter Speed - 1/5”

9-Exposures, Continuous Shooting 
Average Blend Mode

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For this image, I used the continuous shooting multiple exposure setting, which allows the exposures to be fired off in rapid succession…but it does not show each exposure on the back of the camera, so you are basically shooting blind and not able to visually build or line up the exposures.  This particular image was 9 exposures, rapidly and randomly fired, with the camera moving around and through the scene.  I used a 1/10 of a second shutter speed, which was fast enough for each exposure to be fairly sharp, but also to capture some of the telltale ICM movement, as well.



July 2022
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 60mm
Aperture – f/10, Shutter Speed - 1/10”

9-Exposures, Rapid Fire, Average Blend Mode

July 2022
Canon 5D Mark III

ISO 100, Focal Length – 60mm
Aperture – f/9, Shutter Speed - 1/10”

9-Exposures, Rapid Fire, Average Blend Mode

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These two images are from a visit to Chicago, where I spent most of my time walking around playing with multiple exposure ICMs to see what I could create.  When doing ME ICMs, I generally will alternate between individually composed exposures and what I call rapid fire…which in-camera is called continuous shooting.  For these images, I used the rapid fire method, meaning I moved the camera around the scene/subject while I pressed the shutter nine times.  In the image on the left, because I composed the image so that the architecture filled the frame, this rapid fire movement created a more abstract look and feel.  With the image on the right, the rapid fire camera movement around the scene, as well as the wider focal length, created a somewhat more Impresisonistic look and feel to it.



Mobile ICMs 
The following series of images are all ICMs created 
using a mobile device.  I am an Android user 
(Samsung Galaxy S22+), and the best app I’ve found 
for doing ICMs with the Android is the Camera FV-5 
app.

For iPhone users, Slow Shutter Cam app and Avg 
Cam Pro app are good apps that a lot of people use 
for ICM.



London, England
Mobile ICM

Samsung Galaxy S22+
Camera FV-5 App 

Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ve started doing more ICM work with my mobile phone over the past several months using the Camera FV-5 app.  This particular app is specific to Androids, but there are some really great iPhone apps that allow for mobile ICMs, as well, such as AverageCamPro and SlowShutterCam.



New York City
Mobile ICM

Samsung Galaxy S22+
Camera FV-5 App 

Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ve started doing more ICM work with my mobile phone over the past several months using the Camera FV-5 app.  This particular app is specific to Androids, but there are some really great iPhone apps that allow for mobile ICMs, as well, such as AverageCamPro and SlowShutterCam.



Design Museum, London
Mobile ICM

Samsung Galaxy S22+
Camera FV-5 App 

Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ve started doing more ICM work with my mobile phone over the past several months using the Camera FV-5 app.  This particular app is specific to Androids, but there are some really great iPhone apps that allow for mobile ICMs, as well, such as AverageCamPro and SlowShutterCam.



Chicago O’Hare Underground
Mobile ICM

Samsung Galaxy S22+
Camera FV-5 App 

Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ve started doing more ICM work with my mobile phone over the past several months using the Camera FV-5 app.  This particular app is specific to Androids, but there are some really great iPhone apps that allow for mobile ICMs, as well, such as AverageCamPro and SlowShutterCam.



New York City
Mobile ICM

Samsung Galaxy S22+
Camera FV-5 App 

Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ve started doing more ICM work with my mobile phone over the past several months using the Camera FV-5 app.  This particular app is specific to Androids, but there are some really great iPhone apps that allow for mobile ICMs, as well, such as AverageCamPro and SlowShutterCam.



Hancher Performing Arts Theater
Mobile ICM

Samsung Galaxy S22+
Camera FV-5 App 

Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ve started doing more ICM work with my mobile phone over the past several months using the Camera FV-5 app.  This particular app is specific to Androids, but there are some really great iPhone apps that allow for mobile ICMs, as well, such as AverageCamPro and SlowShutterCam.



Iowa City
Mobile ICM

Samsung Galaxy S22+
Camera FV-5 App 

Shutter Speed - 1/2”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ve started doing more ICM work with my mobile phone over the past several months using the Camera FV-5 app.  This particular app is specific to Androids, but there are some really great iPhone apps that allow for mobile ICMs, as well, such as AverageCamPro and SlowShutterCam.



Comparing Mobile ICM to DSLR ICM

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These two particular images are from different dates, but they are of the same subject.  You can see how smooth the lines are with the image on the right, which was created using my DSLR, compared to the lines in the image on the left, which was created using my mobile device.



Comparing Mobile ICM to DSLR ICM

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These two images are from different dates and locations, but again you can see how different the flow of lines are when comparing ICMs side by side between mobile ICMs and DSLR ICMs.  The DSLR ICMs have much smoother lines and flow compared to the mobile ICMs.



Comparing Mobile ICM to DSLR ICM

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These two images are again from different dates and different locations, but they are both sunsets over the lake I regularly go to for my creative work.  You can see once again that the DSLR ICM has a much smoother flow of lines and light compared to the mobile ICM.



Before & After Examples

The following series of images are examples of what certain scenes looked like before I applied ICM and a 
resulting ICM image of that scene.  Keep in mind that I generally shoot hundreds of ICM frames in any given outing 
or at any given location, and I will generally have a lot of different variations to choose from with the ICM images.

I spend a great deal of time working with a scene to explore what the scene will reveal through ICM, 
and quite often I will have a number of images that have a completely unique 

look and feel from one another but resulting from the same scene.  

There are also times when I may come away from a scene and end up without any images that speak to my 
creative vision…and that’s okay.  That’s all part of the creative process…and for me, the creative process is the 

most important part of the work I do.  I am very much process-driven rather than results-driven, and every outing 
is successful simply by virtue of getting out to do the work and to immerse myself in the creative process.  



~ Before & After Examples ~

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Midday outing on a winter day in February.  I loved how the blue sky was reflecting on the water of the river and how that came through in the resulting ICM image.  The wispy white lines in the ICM image are an effect from the white ice and snow you can see in the before image.



~ Before & After Examples ~

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 For this scene, I was drawn to the way the light was reflecting on the water, against the darker backdrop of the bluff overlooking the river on the opposite side from where I was standing.



~ Before & After Examples ~

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What drew me to this scene was the way the light was hitting the leaves on the side of the tree, against the darker backdrop of the tree behind.



~ Before & After Examples ~

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As I was playing around with how I could work with the melting snow flowing down this bluff, I loved the way the camera movement added a wispy feel to the water, as I moved the camera in a wavy motion away from the water fall from right to left.



~ Before & After Examples ~

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Because these grasses are very tall, when I stand close to them, I can photograph the feathery plumes against the backdrop of the sky.



~ Before & After Examples ~

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 I visit this location over and over again throughout the year, trying different things with the camera to capture new ways of seeing this scene.



~ Before & After Examples ~

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The is exactly the same spot as the grasses before, only this time in winter.  There is always a big pile of dirt/mulch, which you can see on the right side of the before image, and on this particular outing I decided to try incorporating it into my movement to create some visual interest and contrast.



~ Before & After Examples ~

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Even though I thought this particular outing was not going to offer anything for sunset…especially with an overcast sky and a frozen lake, I waited to see what might happen, and then there was a break between the horizon and the cloud bank after the sun had set.  The light from the sun began to reflect brilliantly on the clouds, and I took advantage of this light and color to play around with trying to bend the light with my camera movement.



~ Before & After Examples ~

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Last bit of light before the sun dips below the horizon.



~ Before & After Examples ~

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I was drawn to the contrast between the light reflecting on the icicles and the dark backdrop of the bluff, so I had to stop and work with ME ICMs to create something completely different and unique.



~ Before & After Examples ~

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another scenario where I was drawn to playing and exploring with the contrast between light and dark to create something different.



~ Before & After Examples ~

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is from the 3 Cliffs Bay area of the Gower Peninsula in Wales.  ICM in new and remote locations while traveling can be very rewarding for creating images that are unique and different from those anyone else will create in those places, and the images reflect my own artistic vision and voice.  



~ Before & After Examples ~

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These last few before and after examples are just some of many I’ve created away from home over the past year.  When I travel these days, I see in ICM, and I create in ICM.  I don’t even give a second thought to missing out on the ‘traditional’ landscape scenes.  I only take still, straight images as reference shots to show the before scene…and these reference shots are always handheld.  I no longer travel with a tripod.



~ Before & After Examples ~

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is my own unique vision of the landscape in the Lake Ohau region of New Zealand. ICM in new and remote locations while traveling can be very rewarding for creating images that are unique and different from those anyone else will create in those places, and the images reflect my own artistic vision and voice. 



~ Before & After Examples ~

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is an ME ICM taken from on top of a mountain in New Zealand.  ICM in new and remote locations while traveling can be very rewarding for creating images that are unique and different from those anyone else will create in those places, and the images reflect my own artistic vision and voice. 



~ Before & After Examples ~

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a mobile ICM inside the Design Museum in London.  ICM in museums, galleries, and theaters while at home or while traveling can be very rewarding for creating images that are unique and different from those anyone else will create in those places, and the images reflect my own artistic vision and voice. 



~ Before & After Examples ~

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a mobile ICM of Millennium Bridge in London.  ICM in new and remote locations while traveling can be very rewarding for creating images that are unique and different from those anyone else will create in those places, and the images reflect my own artistic vision and voice. 



Things to Keep in Mind 
About ICM
• Forget the ‘rules’ and break free of the standard 

photographic conventions 

• No tripod necessary…Free-style it by handholding the 
camera 

• Don’t be a perfectionist…throw caution to the wind

• There is absolutely no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ way to do 
ICM…whatever works for you is going to be unique to you 
as an individual

• Have fun exploring, experimenting, and trying new things

• Don’t be afraid to take multiple shots of the same scene

• Look for lines, color, shapes, patterns, light, contrasts, etc., 
in the environment that appeal to your aesthetics

• Be open to creating images from ordinary or overlooked 
scenes…as opposed to grand scale landscapes and vistas

• ICM can be done at any time of the day, in any kind of 
weather conditions



The Key to ICM

• The KEY TO ICM really is to 
experiment with a variety of different 
settings and movements

• The more you do ICM, the more you 
will refine your own personal style and 
learn what works for you

• Understanding how movement affects 
the results is essential…Faster 
movement during the exposure will 
result in smoother lines and less detail 
of the subject, while slower movement 
during exposure will result in more of 
the subject being recognizable and 
lines that are more representative of 
the subject 



Finding What 
Works

• The key is to experiment…the more you do it, the more you will learn what works for you 
and what doesn’t.  Be open to trying different combinations of settings…there is no such 
thing as a ‘correct’ setting…the best settings are the ones that work for you.

• Different types of movement create different effects.

• Different speeds of movement also create different effects.

• The look and feel of the images you create will be determined by a combination of 
factors…direction of movement, speed of movement, smoothness of movement, and 
settings.



Finding What 
Works

• Look at the LCD screen after each shot to determine whether or not you achieved either 
1. the results you were going for or 
2. results that are pleasing to your own personal style…if not, make adjustments to 

settings, composition, or movement and shoot again, and again, until you get 
what you want

• Loosen up and try different movements – It may feel awkward at first, but the more you 
practice, the easier it becomes.

• Be prepared to shoot A LOT of images…dozens, even hundreds.  It’s a process that builds 
and evolves from shooting as much as possible, and all these images will help you refine 
your personal aesthetic.



Tips

• ICM can be accomplished with any kind of camera…you don’t 
need a DSLR or interchangeable lenses to shoot ICM.

• Again, don’t be afraid to shoot LOTS of images each session –
hundreds of images are not out of the question for any given 
outing.

• Refrain from deleting images in camera, in the field – you need to 
have a look at all images on the computer in order to learn what 
works and what doesn’t work for you.

• It can sometimes be helpful to start your movement before you 
press the shutter.

• Remember…experimentation, exploration, and playfulness are 
key.



ICM Photography Magazine (ICMPhotoMag) Project

Connect with ICMPhotoMag
• Website – www.icmphotomag.com
• Facebook Group – www.facebook.com/groups/icmphotomag
• Facebook Fan Page – www.facebook.com/icmphotomag
• Instagram – www.instagram.com/icmphotomag
• Twitter – www.twitter.com/icmphotomag
• YouTube – www.youtube.com/c/icmphotographymagazine
• LinkedIn – www.linkedin.com/in/icmphotomag

ICMPhotoMag is a first-of-its-kind e-magazine solely featuring ICM images, articles, reviews, interviews, tips, 
and tutorials, by ICM photographers and artists around the world, in a quarterly feature packed, advertisement 
free digital format.

I’ve used my deep desire to build a larger community around ICM to help bring exposure to other ICM 
photographers who have been dedicated to perfecting their own ICM techniques, whether that be strictly in-
camera work, in-camera work coupled with traditional post-processing techniques, or ICMs in combination 
with creative post processing, such as textures, creative filters, and impressionistic renderings.

Additionally, all featured photographers are paid for their work published in the e-magazine. I feel it is 
imperative to compensate photographers for their work, and I have a strong commitment to supporting ICM 
photographers financially, as well as by helping drive more traffic to their own individual platforms.

http://www.icmphotomag.com/
http://www.facebook.com/groups/icmphotomag
http://www.facebook.com/icmphotomag
http://www.instagram.com/icmphotomag
http://www.facebook.com/groups/icmphotomag
http://www.youtube.com/c/icmphotographymagazine
http://www.linkedin.com/in/icmphotomag


ICM Photography Magazine Covers



ICM Learning Opportunities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I offer a variety of learning opportunities and workshops that are solely focused on ICM and creative expression.  I also collaborate with a number of other ICM and creative photographers to teach and inspire creative artistry with ICM, both online and on-location.  I’m also an instructor with Santa Fe Workshops, where I lead both online and on-location ICM workshops, as well.  I have a deep passion for encouraging others to tap more fully into their artistic vision and to evolve their creativity using ICM as a form of self expression.

https://stephjohnphoto.com/


ICM Workshops in Collaboration with Santa Fe Workshops

https://stephjohnphoto.com/
https://stephjohnphoto.com/


Connect with Me

I’m always happy to connect and share information, to answer questions, or 
offer advice and encouragement, so please feel free to reach out to me 
at any of the following:

• Website – www.stephjohnphoto.com
• Facebook – www.facebook.com/stephjohnphoto
• Instagram – www.instagram.com/stephjohnphoto
• LinkedIn – www.linkedin.com/in/stephjohnphoto
• YouTube  – https://www.youtube.com/c/StephanieJohnsonPhotographyStephJohnPhoto

Share your own ICM creations in this special ICM & Creative Expression group:
www.facebook.com/groups/icmandcreativeexpressionwithstephjohnphoto

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’m always happy to connect.  Please feel free to reach out anytime or connect with me on social media.  I also have a private ICM & Creative Expression Facebook group where participants who have attended a workshop, a mentoring session, a photo walk, or a camera club talk with me.  It’s always very inspiring to see the work people do both during and after a workshop, photo walk, or camera club presentation, either as a continued practice or for the first time after hearing an ICM event with me, and this is meant to be a safe, warm, and welcoming space where like-minded creatives can share, grow, learn, and evolve with their ICM pursuits, in a smaller, more private setting. 

http://www.stephjohnphoto.com/
http://www.facebook.com/stephjohnphoto
http://www.instagram.com/stephjohnphoto
http://www.linkedin.com/in/stephjohnphoto
https://www.youtube.com/c/StephanieJohnsonPhotographyStephJohnPhoto
https://www.facebook.com/groups/icmandcreativeexpressionwithstephjohnphoto


Wrapping Things Up
• THANK YOU so much for allowing me to share my passion for ICM photography with the 

Trinity Arts Photo Club!  

• I hope you will take away a sense of inspiration to stretch your creativity and try new things with 
your photography!  It’s been my pleasure to share with you, and I hope you will share your 
creations with me.  I look forward to seeing what you do with this new technique.  

Questions & Final Thoughts



My Post Processing Workflow



Post Processing in Lightroom
• The following steps are my post processing 
workflow.  This is what works for me, but it is 
by no means the only way to work through a 
set of images.  

• Like ICM in general, post processing is one 
of those aspects which is highly personal, and 
the more you do it, the more you’ll find what 
works best for you.

• Import images into Lightroom from my 
hard drive.  On my hard drive, I create 
individual folders by date.

• In Develop, I normally start by scrolling 
through to view each image individually 
and flagging the ones I like or feel I can 
work with later.

• I don’t assign ratings to my images.  I just 
‘P’ Pick them to flag them if I like them, or I 
leave them unflagged if I don’t.



Post Processing 
in Lightroom

• After sorting through the images and flagging them, I generally pick one that stood out to work with.

• In the righthand Develop panel, under Lens Corrections, I check both Remove Chromatic Aberration 
and Enable Profile Corrections first thing. 

• Next, under the Basic panel, I make necessary adjustments to Tone:
• Exposure – More or less depending on the original
• Contrast – I usually add 5 to 10, but I may add more if I feel the image needs it
• Highlights – I tend to decrease to about -25, sometimes even as much as -100, depending
• Shadows – I generally add up to 25-50, depending
• Whites – I will usually increase or decrease by about 5, depending 
• Blacks – I will usually increase or decrease by about 5, depending



Lightroom Before & After Editing

Original Temp:  5150
Original Tint:  +7

Adjusted Temp:  4500
Adjusted Tint:  +10

In general, I don’t usually make adjustments to the White Balance.
However, sometimes, depending on the RAW file, I may make edits to the 

White Balance to achieve the visual impact I want for the image.  



Lightroom Before & After Editing

Original Temp:  5400
Original Tint:  -4

Adjusted Temp:  5000
Adjusted Tint:  +5



Post Processing 
in Lightroom

• Next, under Basic, I make adjustments to Presence:
• Texture & Clarity – Depending on the image, I may 

increase or decrease clarity to achieve different looks –
decreasing will soften the look, increasing will sharpen 
the look

• Dehaze – I usually add 5
• Vibrance – I normally add 5
• Saturation – I generally add 5

• Under Tone Curve, I make adjustments to:
• Highlights – I usually add 5
• Lights – I usually add 5
• Darks – I usually add 5
• Shadows – I usually add 5



In Lightroom
Basic & Tone Curve Adjustments



Post 
Processing in 
Lightroom

• Under Color Grading, I don’t 
generally do anything with this, 
but if I do:

• Midtones, Shadows, & 
Highlights – I may play with 
the sliders to achieve the 
look and feel I want

• Blending – Between 50-100
• Balance – +5

• Once this has all been done, I will 
determine whether or not to 
apply linear gradient to lighten 
or darken parts of the image, to 
balance the overall look and feel.

• I also often like to use the radial 
gradient to work with the clarity, 
texture, contrast, highlights, and  
shadows of specific parts of the 
image.



In Lightroom

Color Grading Adjustments



In Lightroom
Radial Filter Adjustments



Post Processing in Lightroom

• Under Post-Crop Vignetting:
• Style = Highlight Priority
• Amount – Decrease to -5
• Midpoint – Increase to 60
• Roundness – Leave at 0
• Feather – Increase to 75
• Highlights – Leave at 0

• Once these steps have all been 
completed, I usually take the image into 
Photoshop to do spot removal, as well as 
to add a watermark to the image before 
saving it as a JPEG



In Lightroom

Lens Corrections

Vignette Settings



Spot Healing Brush Tool

Zoom in on image to 200%

Mode:  Replace  |  Type:  Content-Aware

In Photoshop



Lightroom Before & After Editing



In Photoshop Edits



In Photoshop Edits
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